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Abstract
This manuscript is an extended abstract version of the paper entitled “Quantum Deletion Codes derived from Classical Deletion Codes.”
The paper contributes to the fundamental theory for quantum deletion error-correcting codes. The paper proposes a code construction
condition for a partition of classical deletion error-correcting codes
to derive quantum deletion error-correcting codes. The construction
methods in this paper give examples of quantum codes that can correct single-quantum deletion errors and have a code rate arbitrarily
close to 1, while the previously known quantum deletion code rates
are close to 0 for long length. This manuscript omits the proofs of the
statements in the paper.
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Introduction

This manuscript is an extended abstract version of the paper entitled “Quantum Deletion Codes derived from Classical Deletion Codes.” The paper aims
to construct error-correcting codes for quantum deletion errors and to develop a part of the fundamental theory for this purpose. In particular we
deal with single deletion errors. Multiple deletion error-correction seems too
challenging to deal with it at this stage, and we leave it to future research.
In classical coding theory, deletion error-correcting codes have been studied since the 1960s [17]. An error model called deletion error was proposed as
one of the errors that occur in communication synchronization. Levenshtein
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is the proposer and a pioneer in classical deletion error-correction coding theory. He proved that the codes called VT codes are classical single-deletion
error-correcting codes. He also showed that deletion error-correcting codes
could also correct other errors, e.g., insertion errors and substitution errors.
With the recent development of information technology, deletion errors have
begun to be pointed out as errors on Racetrack Memory/Domain Wall Motion Memory [8, 18, 22, 33], and DNA Storage [1, 6, 36]. Accordingly, results
on deletion codes have been published from various researchers. In other
words, the diversification of classical information technology has increased
the value of deletion error-correcting codes. The author expects a similar
phenomenon to happen in quantum information theory, in particular, quantum deletion error-correction.
Although classical single-deletion error-correcting codes were discovered
in the 1960s, it is difficult to construct codes that correct classical multiple
deletion errors. In particular, it is tough to construct classical multi deletion
error-correcting codes with high code rates. Sima was the first to achieve
the construction of classical 2-deletion codes with optimally low redundancy
(parity part), in 2018 [29, 30]. Later, codes for three or more deletions
with optimally low redundancy were also constructed, also by Sima, in 2019
[27, 28].
In the previous researches on quantum communication [9, 15, 35], the loss
of photons is reported. The loss was modeled as quantum erasure errors and
quantum amplitude damping errors, and quantum erasure codes are used
for error-correction [4, 5]. Quantum deletion error is also a model of errors
caused by the loss of photons on quantum communication. Compared to
erasure errors, the deletion model does not assume the knowledge of error indices. Quantum deletion error is also a partial model of intercept-and-resend.
The intercept-and-resend appears as an attack model for quantum key distribution protocol [2, 3, 10, 14]. Suppose an analogous theory of classical
deletion errors is developed. In that case, we can expect that quantum deletion error-correcting codes will be able to correct unitary errors as well by
considering general unitary errors as intercept-and-resend. This is discussed
at the last paragraph of Section 3.
The reader may consider utilizing known classical deletion error-correcting
codes to construct quantum deletion error-correcting codes. For example,
there is a way to apply VT codes or Sima’s codes to CSS code construction.
However, this does not work. This is because CSS codes require linear codes,
but both VT codes and Sima’s codes are nonlinear [7, 32]. In general, deletion
codes are nonlinear codes. Therefore, the study of quantum deletion codes
requires to create a framework from scratch that is different from existing
unitary error-correcting codes. The author intends not to make the theory
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far removed from current classical deletion coding theory. It is rather to
be conscious of building a theory that uses current deletion error-correction
coding theory.
In the CSS code construction, two classical linear codes with inclusion
relations are utilized for unitary error-correction. Let C and D be classical
linear bit-flip error-correcting codes, and let C contain D. In the method
of CSS codes, we construct a partition of C by D and construct the basis
as a superposition state by elements of the partition. In this study, we focus on this point, i.e., the partition of C. We construct a partition of the
classical deletion error-correcting code that is not assumed to be linear and
construct the basis of the quantum code as the superposition state from the
elements of the partition. The new concepts of BRS stable and homogeneous
are introduced. We show that a quantum deletion error-correcting code is
constructed from a homogeneous partition. Furthermore, the encoding and
the decoding algorithm are obtained by constructing the homogeneous partition. Section 6 constructs classical deletion codes that are ingredients of
homogeneous partitions. As a remark, no partition satisfying BRS stable
or homogeneous was obtained from either VT codes or Sima’s codes. The
quantum codes constructed in this paper may have a high code rate. In particular, for any 0 < R < 1, a quantum single deletion error-correcting code
can be constructed with a coding rate greater than or equal to R (Theorem
50).
This manuscript omits the proofs of the statements in the paper.
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Preliminaries

The paper assumes the fundamental knowledge of quantum information theory and classical coding theory, particularly described in Sections 2.1 and
2.2. This section reviews the definition and notation of technical terms for
reading the paper.

2.1

Fundamentals of Quantum Information Theory

Let n be an integer greater than or equal to 2 and [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}. For a
square matrix ρ over a complex field C, Tr(ρ) denotes the sum of the diagonal
elements of ρ.
Set |0i , |1i ∈ C2 as |0i := (1, 0)T , |1i := (0, 1)T , and |xi as |xi := |x1 i ⊗
|x2 i ⊗ · · · ⊗ |xn i ∈ C2⊗n for a bit sequence x = x1 x2 · · · xn ∈ {0, 1}n . Here
⊗ is the tensor product operation, T is the transpose operation, and C2⊗n is
the nth tensor product of C2 , i.e., C2⊗n := (C2 )⊗n .
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We denote by S(C2⊗n ) the set of all density matrices of order 2n . A
density matrix is employed to represent a quantum state. The quantum
state ρ that relates to n-particles/photons p1 , p2 , . . . , pn is represented in an
element of S(C2⊗n ). Any state ρ is represented in the following form:
X
ρx,y |x1 i hy1 | ⊗ · · · ⊗ |xn i hyn | ,
ρ=
x,y∈{0,1}n

where ρx,y ∈ C, h0| = (1, 0), and h1| = (0, 1). The quantum state of a subsystem that relates to (n − 1)-particles/photons p1 , p2 , . . . , pi−1 , pi+1 , . . . , pn
is described by the partial trace defined below.
Definition 1 (Partial Trace, Tri ). Let i ∈ [n]. Define a function Tri :
S(C2⊗n ) → S(C2⊗(n−1) ) as
X
Tri (ρ) :=
ρx,y · Tr(|xi i hyi |) |x1 i hy1 | ⊗
x,y∈{0,1}n

· · · ⊗ |xi−1 i hyi−1 | ⊗ |xi+1 i hyi+1 | ⊗
· · · ⊗ |xn i hyn | ,

where
ρ=

X

ρx,y |x1 i hy1| ⊗ · · · ⊗ |xn i hyn |

x,y∈{0,1}n

and Tr(|xi i hyi |) is 1 if xi = yi or 0 otherwise. The map Tri is called the
partial trace.
Definition 2 (Projective Measurement, P). A set P := {P0 , . . . , Pp−1 } of
complex square matrices P0 , . . . , Pp−1 of order 2n is called a projective measurement if every Pi is a projection matrix and
X
Pi = I,
0≤i<p

where I is the identity matrix of order 2n .
If we perform the projective measurement P on a quantum state ρ ∈
S(C2⊗n ), the probability to obtain an outcome 0 ≤ k < p is Tr(Pk ρ), and the
state associated with k after the measurement ρ′ is
ρ′ :=

Pk ρPk
.
Tr(Pk ρ)

Definition 3 (Code Rate). Let Q be a quantum code that is a set of pure
states, i.e., Q ⊂ C2⊗n . If Q is of dimension M as a complex vector space,
the code rate of Q is defined as (log2 M)/n.
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2.2

Fundamentals of Classical Deletion Codes

In coding theory, a classical single deletion error is described as a map
from a bit sequence x1 . . . xi−1 xi xi+1 . . . xn ∈ {0, 1}n to a shorter sequence
x1 . . . xi−1 xi+1 . . . xn ∈ {0, 1}n−1 for some i. The error shrinks the sequence
length. For example, a single deletion may change a sequence 111000 to
11000 or 11100 and may change another sequence 000000 to 00000. The
receiver is not informed the index of error positions.
A similar error is erasure. The erasure error changes a part of a sequence
to the erasure symbols ?. The error does not change the sequence length. For
example, a single deletion may change a sequence 111000 to ?11000, 1?1000,
11?000, 111?00, 1110?0, or 11100?. Hence the receiver can know the index
of error positions.
Definition 4 (Run). A run in a sequence x1 x2 . . . xn is a maximal subword
xi xi+1 . . . xj consisting of identical symbols. Hence, xi−1 6= xi = xi+1 = · · · =
xj 6= xj+1 .
For example, the runs of x := 00111011 are x1 x2 = 00, x3 x4 x5 = 111,
x6 = 0, and x7 x8 = 11.
Definition 5 (Deletion Surface for Single Deletions, δ). For an n-bit sequence a, set δ(a) as the set of (n − 1)-bit sequences obtained by classical
single deletions to a. The set δ(a) is called a deletion surface (or a deletion
ball) with its center a of radius 1.
Definition 6 (Classical Single Deletion Error-Correcting Code). Let C be a
set of bit sequences of the fixed length. The set C is called a classical single
deletion error-correcting code if δ(x) ∩ δ(y) = ∅ for any distinct x, y ∈ C.
Definition 7 (Code Rate). The code rate of C is defined as (log2 |C|)/n,
where |C| is the cardinality of C.
Fact 8 ([17] VT Code). Let n be a positive integer and a an integer. The
following set VTn (a) is called a VT code:
VTn (a) := {x1 x2 . . . xn ∈ {0, 1}n | x1 + 2x2 + · · · + nxn ≡ a

(mod n + 1)}.

Remark that each xi is an integer but not an element of the binary field.
Hence if x1 = x2 = 1, x1 + 2x2 = 1 + 2 = 3.
Levenshtein showed that VTn (a) is a classical single deletion error-correcting
code for any n and a.
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For the case a = 0, the cardinality of VTn (0) is greater than or equal to
2n /(n + 1) [31]. Therefore, the code rate is greater than or equal to
n − log2 (n + 1)
log2 (n + 1)
=1−
.
n
n
It implies that, for any 0 < R < 1, there exists a VT code whose code rate is
greater than R.
An insertion error is a converse operation of a deletion error. A single insertion error changes a bit sequence x1 x2 . . . xn ∈ {0, 1}n to x1 x2 . . . xi bxi+1 . . . xn ∈
{0, 1}n+1 for some bit b.
As Hamming distance is useful for bit-flip error-correction, Levenshtein
distance is useful for deletion error-correction.
Definition 9 (Levenshtein Distance, dL ). Levenshtein distance dL (a, b) is
the minimum number of single-character edits, i.e., insertions/deletions, required to change the sequence a to the other sequence b.
This distance is also known as edit distance. The following are examples
of properties of Levenshtein distance.
Fact 10. Let x and y be sequences over a finite alphabet.
• dL (x, y) = |x| + |y| − 2|lcs(x, y)|, where |x| is the length of x and
|lcs(x, y)| is the length of the longest common sequences for x and y.
• The distance dL (x, y) is even, if |x| = |y|.
• Under the assumption |x| = |y|, dL (x, y) ≤ 2 holds if and only if
δ(x) ∩ δ(y) 6= ∅ holds.
• Under the assumption |x| = |y|, dL (x, y) ≥ 4 holds if and only if
δ(x) ∩ δ(y) = ∅ holds.
• For a set C of fixed length sequences, C is a classical single deletion
error-correcting code if and only if dL (a, b) ≥ 4 holds for any distinct
a, b ∈ C. Note that the minimum distance decoding for Levenshtein
distance is an example of its decoder.
For a positive integer t, a t-deletion error is a combination of t singledeletion errors. The error changes an n-bit sequence to an (n − t)-bit sequence. Similarly, a t-insertion error is a combination of t single-insertion
errors. The error changes an n-bit sequence to an (n + t)-bit sequence.
The following mentions the importance of study on deletion error-correcting
codes.
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Fact 11. Let C be a set of bit sequences and t a positive integer. The following are equivalent.
• C is a code that can correct any at most t-deletion error.
• C is a code that can correct any at most t-insertion error.
• C is a code that can correct any combination error of an s1 -deletion
error and an s2 -insertion error with s1 + s2 ≤ t.
• The minimum Levenshtein distance of C is greater than or equal to
2t + 1, i.e., for any distinct x, y ∈ C, dL (x, y) ≥ 2t + 1 holds.
A t-bit flip (substitution) errors are implementable by a combination of
t-deletion and t-insertion errors. For example, a bit sequence x1 x2 . . . xn is
changed to x1 x2 . . . xi−1 xi+1 . . . xn by a single-deletion error and it is changed
to x1 x2 . . . xi−1 bxi+1 . . . xn by a single-insertion error, where b is the bit flipped
symbol of xi . By combining Fact 11 and the flip errors, research on deletion
error-correction is directly applicable to research on all deletion, insertion,
and bit-flip error-correction.

3

Quantum Deletion Error

The loss of photons on quantum communication has been reported in various
papers [9, 15, 35]. Quantum deletion error is a model of errors caused by the
loss of photons in quantum communication.
This section defines and observes deletion errors for a quantum state. The
previous works, e.g., [20, 23, 24], identify deletion error with partial trace.
Here, more explanation between them is provided.
Definition 12 (Quantum Single Deletion Error, Di ). A quantum single deletion error is a map Di that changes a quantum state in S(C2⊗n ) of n-ordered
particles p1 , p2 , . . . , pn to a quantum state in S(C2⊗(n−1) ) of (n − 1)-ordered
particles p1 , p2 , . . . , pi−1 , pi+1 , . . . , pn , i.e.,
Di (p1 , p2 , . . . , pn ) = p1 , p2 , . . . , pi−1 , pi+1 , . . . , pn .
By denoting the state of p1 , p2 , . . . , pn by ρ and the state of Di (p1 , p2 , . . . , pn )
by ρ′ , then we have
Tri (ρ) = ρ′ .
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Remark 13. The state after quantum single deletion error is described by a
partial trace. The quantum single deletion corresponding to pi is described by
Tri . In this sense, it may be preferable to denote the operation that represents
a quantum single deletion by Di , instead of Tri . For example, for the state ρ
of p1 , p2 , . . . , pn , we allow to say
Di (ρ) = Tri (ρ).
A quantum single insertion error is also defined in a similar way to a classical insertion error. It is an error that changes n-ordered particles p1 , p2 , . . . , pn
to (n + 1)-ordered particles p1 , p2 , . . . , pi , q, pi+1 , . . . , pn for some q.
The author conjectures that there is a quantum version of Fact 11.
In other words, if a quantum code can correct any at most t-deletion
errors, the code can correct any combinations of quantum s1 -deletions and
s2 -insertions, where s1 + s2 ≤ t.
The author remarks that any single unitary error is a combination of
a quantum single deletion and single insertion errors. Let ρ be the state
of n-ordered particles p1 , p2 , . . . , pn and see a kind of intercept-and-resend
operations to ρ. A quantum single deletion Di changes n-ordered particles
p1 , p2 , . . . , pn to (n − 1)-ordered particles p1 , p2 , . . . , pi−1 , pi+1 , . . . , pn with the
missing particle pi . Then consider performing a unitary operator U to the
particle pi . After the unitary operation, insert pi back to the original ith position. Then (n−1)-ordered particles p1 , p2 , . . . , pi−1 , pi+1 , . . . , pn are changed
to n ordered particles p1 , p2 , . . . , pn . Readers may recall the intercept-andresend attack from these actions. In other words, it is an attack where one
extracts and performs a unitary transformation U to pi , and then returns pi
into the n − 1 particles. Then the state of n-ordered particles p1 , p2 , . . . , pn
is (I ⊗ · · · ⊗ I ⊗ U ⊗ I ⊗ · · · ⊗ I)(ρ), where I is the identity matrix. It is a
single unitary error.

4

Generalization from Single Qubit Messages
to Multi Qubit Messages

The first quantum single deletion error-correcting code was constructed by
[20]. The code length is 8 and its dimension is 2. Its code rate is 1/8.
The next code was constructed by [11]. It is shown that this code is the
theoretically shortest length quantum deletion error-correcting code. The
code length is 4 and its dimension is 2. Hence the code rate is 1/4. After these
two codes, Shibayama [24], Shibayama and Hagiwara [25], Ouyang [23], and
Matsumoto and Hagiwara [19] proposed classes of quantum deletion errorcorrecting codes. There have not been quantum deletion error-correcting
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codes with a high code rate. Furthermore, for a long length, all the code
rates were closed to 0. This paper provides a new class of quantum single
deletion error-correcting codes that contains high rate codes. In particular,
for any 0 < R < 1, there exists a code whose code rate is greater than R.
In this section, we define an encoder (see 4.1) and a decoder (see 4.4, 4.3)
for quantum states by generalizing three conditions, say (C1)− , (C2)− , and
(C3)− (see 4.2). Afterward, we discuss the error-correctability by the encoder
and the decoder under the three conditions (see 4.5).
The three conditions were originally defined by [21]. The original conditions are only applicable for constructing quantum codes of dimension 2,
i.e., the message is a single qubit. This generalization allows us to encode a
multi-qubits message.
Throughout of this section, X denotes a family set of bit sequences, i.e.,
X is a set of subsets of {0, 1}n for some n. It is assumed that the empty set
∅ does not belong to X , and X is not the empty set, i.e., ∅ ∈
/ X and |X | > 0.

4.1

Encoder

At first, our encoder is obtained by a family set. The encoder is a generalization of previously defined encoders for deletion error-correction, e.g.,
[20, 24, 25, 12]. It is also a generalization of encoders for CSS codes [7, 32].
Definition 14 (Encoder, EncX ). Let X = {X (m) }0≤m<M be a family set of
{0, 1}n such that X (i) ∩ X (j) = ∅ for i 6= j and M ≥ 2.
Define an encoder EncX : S(C2⊗⌈log2 M ⌉ ) → S(C2⊗n ) as
EncX (σ) := |Ψi hΨ| ,
where ⌈log2 M⌉ is the smallest integer greater than or equal to log2 M, σ :=
|ψi hψ| ∈ S(C2⊗⌈log2 M ⌉ ) is a quantum message with a unit vector
X
|ψi :=
αm |mi ∈ C2⊗⌈log2 M ⌉ ,
0≤m<M

m ∈ {0, 1}⌈log2 M ⌉ is the binary expression of m in ⌈log2 M⌉-bits, and


X
X
1
|Ψi :=
αm  p
|xi .
(m) |
|X
0≤m<M
x∈X (m)
Hence a pure state |mi is encoded to
X
1
p
|xi ∈ C2⊗n .
(m)
|X | x∈X (m)
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Since X (i) ∩ X (j) = ∅ for i 6= j, the encoded states of |ii and |ji are
orthogonal.
The partition is a terminology in basic set theory.
Definition 15 (Partition). Let C be a set and X (m) (0 ≤ m < M) a nonempty subset of C for some integer M.
The family set {X (m) | 0 ≤ m < M} is called a partition of C if
S
• C = 0≤m<M X (m) ,
′

• X (m) ∩ X (m ) = ∅ for m 6= m′ .

Remark that if a family set X is a partition of some set, the encoder EncX
keeps the inner product of quantum states before and after the encoding.
Example 16 (Shortest Single Deletion Code [12]). Set X (0) := {0000, 1111},
X (1) := {0011, 0101, 0110, 1001, 1010, 1100} and X := {X (0) , X (1) }. The encoder EncX is same as the encoder of the shortest quantum single deletion
code.
Example 17 (Quantum Hamming Code [32]). The quantum Hamming code
is an example of CSS codes. Let C be a classical Hamming code and D be
the set of even Hamming weight codewords in C.
Set X (0) := D, X (1) := C \ D and X := {X (0) , X (1) }. Hence
X (0) = {0000000, 0001111, 0111100, 0110011, 1010101, 1011010, 1100110, 1101001},
and
X (1) = {1111111, 1110000, 1000011, 1001100, 0101010, 0100101, 0011001, 0010110}.
Then EncX is an encoder for quantum Hamming code.
Note that X is a partition of the classical Hamming code C and |X (1) | =
|X (2) |.

4.2

The Three Conditions for General Dimension

Next, a generalization (C1)− , (C2)− , and (C3)− of the three conditions [21]
are defined for constructing quantum codes of general dimension M. This
generalization is equivalent to the original conditions if M = 2. For the
preparation, the symbols ∆i,b and XI,b are given as follows.
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Definition 18 (∆i,b , XI,b). Let i ∈ [n], b ∈ {0, 1} and I ⊂ [n] with I 6= ∅, [n].
For any X ⊂ {0, 1}n , define the set ∆i,b (X) ⊂ {0, 1}n−1 as
∆i,b (X) := {(a1 , . . . , ai−1 , ai+1 , . . . , an ) ∈ {0, 1}n−1|
(a1 , . . . , ai−1 , b, ai+1 , . . . , an ) ∈ X}.
We call the set ∆i,b (X) the (i, b)-deletion set of X.
For X ⊂ {0, 1}n , XI,b is defined as
\
\
XI,b :=
∆i,b (X) ∩
∆i,b (X)c ,
i∈I c

i∈I

where c is the complement operator, in particular, I c = [n] \ I and ∆i,b (X)c =
{0, 1}n−1 \ ∆i,b (X). For I = [n], we additionally define
\
X[n],b :=
∆i,b (X).
i∈[n]

The following holds from the definition of δ and ∆i,b :
[
∆i,b ({a}),
δ(a) =
i∈[n],b=0,1

for an n-bit sequence a.
Example 19. Set X := {0101, 1010, 0100, 1111}. ∆i,b (X) is the set of sequences that is obtained by deletion at the ith position if the ith entry is b.
Therefore
∆1,0 (X) = {101, 100},
∆2,0 (X) = {110},
∆3,0 (X) = {011, 010},
∆4,0 (X) = {101, 010},

∆1,1 (X) = {010, 111},
∆2,1 (X) = {001, 000, 111},
∆3,1 (X) = {100, 111},
∆4,1 (X) = {010, 111}.

The union of ∆i,0 (X) consists of five elements:
[
∆i,0 (X) = {010, 011, 100, 101, 110}.
1≤i≤4

Since 010 in the union belongs to ∆3,0 (X) and ∆4,0 (X),
010 ∈ X{3,4},0 .
Similarly,
011 ∈ X{3},0 ,
101 ∈ X{1,4},0 ,

100 ∈ X{1},0 ,
110 ∈ X{2},0 .
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Definition 20 (Conditions (C1)− , (C2)− , and (C3)− ). For a family set X =
{X (m) }0≤m<M of {0, 1}n , define three conditions (C1)− , (C2)− , and (C3)− as
follows.
(C1)− : Ratio Condition and the ratio λI,b :
For any X (m1 ) , X (m2 ) ∈ X , the following holds:
(m )

(m )

|X (m1 ) ||XI,b 2 | = |X (m2 ) ||XI,b 1 |,
for any non-empty set I ⊂ [n] and any b ∈ {0, 1}.
(m)

Since the ratio |XI,b |/|X (m) | is independent in the choice of 0 ≤ m <
M, we denote the ratio by λI,b .
(C2)− : External Distance Condition:
For any distinct 0 ≤ m1 , m2 < M, the following holds:
|∆i1 ,b1 (X (m1 ) ) ∩ ∆i2 ,b2 (X (m2 ) )| = 0,
for any i1 , i2 ∈ [n] and any b1 , b2 ∈ {0, 1}.
(C3)− : Internal Distance Condition:
For any X (m) ∈ X , the following holds:
|∆i1 ,0 (X (m) ) ∩ ∆i2 ,1 (X (m) )| = 0,
for any i1 , i2 ∈ [n].
We call X a (Ci)− family set for i = 1, 2, 3 if X satisfies the condition
(Ci)− and X is not the empty set.
The condition (C1)− is mainly corresponding to the state after measurement in decoding (see 4.5) and the conditions (C2)− and (C3)− are mainly
corresponding to define projective measurement (see 4.3 and 4.4).
Lemma 21. Let X be a non-empty subset of {0, 1}n, I ⊂ [n], and b ∈ {0, 1}.
XI,b ∩ ∆i,b (X) is equal to XI,b if i ∈ I. In other words, XI,b ⊂ ∆i,b (X) if
i ∈ I. On the other hand, XI,b ∩ ∆i,b (X) = ∅ if i ∈
/ I.
Lemma 22. Let X be a non-empty subset of {0, 1}n , 1 ≤ j ≤ [n] and
b ∈ {0, 1}.
For x ∈ ∆j,b (X), x ∈ XJ,b if and only if J = {i | x ∈ ∆i,b (X)}. Hence J
is unique for the fixed j and b.
Lemma 23. Let n be a positive integer, X a set of binary sequences of length
n, b a bit, and j ∈ [n].
[
∆j,b(X) =
XI,b .
I⊂[n],j∈I

Furthermore, for fixed j and b, {XI,b | j ∈ I} is a partition of ∆j,b .
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4.3

Projective Measurement for Decoding

This section defines the projective measurement from a (C1)− , (C2)− , and
(C3)− family set X . The projection measurement is used as a part of decoding.
Definition 24 (P′X and Projective Measurement, PX ). Let X = {X (m) }0≤m<M
be a (C2)− and (C3)− family set.
Then define a set P′X of matrices as follows.
P′X := {PI,b | I ⊂ [n], I 6= ∅, b ∈ {0, 1}, PI,b 6= O},
where
PI,b :=

X

X

|xi hx| ,

0≤m<M x∈X (m)
I,b

and O is the zero matrix of degree 2n−1 .
Define PX as follows.
PX := P′X ∪ {P∅ := I −

X

P },

P ∈P′X

where I is the identity matrix of order 2n−1.
From here, we prove that PX is a projective measurement.
Lemma 25. Let {X (m) }0≤m<M be a (C2)− family set.
Then for any non-empty sets I1 , I2 ⊂ [n] and any bits b1 , b2 ∈ {0, 1},
(m )

(m )

XI1 ,b11 ∩ XI2 ,b22 = ∅,
(m )

(m )

if m1 6= m2 . In particular, hx|x̃i = 0 for x ∈ XI1 ,b11 , and x̃ ∈ XI2 ,b22 .
Lemma 26. Let {X (m) }0≤m<M is a (C3)− family set.
Then for any distinct (I1 , b1 ) and (I2 , b2 ) with non-empty sets I1 , I2 ⊂ [n],
(m)

(m)

XI1 ,b1 ∩ XI2 ,b2 = ∅,
(m)

(m)

for all 0 ≤ m < M. In particular, hx|x̃i = 0 for x ∈ XI1 ,b1 , and x̃ ∈ XI2 ,b2 .
Lemma 27. Let X = {X (m) }0≤m<M be a (C2)− and (C3)− family set.
For any P ∈ P′X , P † = P and P 2 = P . In other words, any element of
P′X is a projection matrix.
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Lemma 28. Let X be a (C2)− and (C3)− family set and P, P̃ ∈ P′X .
If P 6= P̃ , then P P̃ = O.
Lemma 29. Let X = {X (m) }0≤m<M be a (C2)− and (C3)− family set.
Then the following holds:
X X
X
P.
P P̃ =
P ∈P′X P̃ ∈P′
X

P ∈P′X

Theorem 30. Let X be a (C2)− and (C3)− family set.
Then the set PX is the projective measurement.

4.4

Decoder

Our decoder is a combination of projective measurement and recovery operation. The projective measurement has been already obtained in the previous
subsection by Theorem 30. The error-correcting operation is introduced as
below.
Throughout this section, I denotes a non-empty subset of [n].
(m)

Definition 31 (|ψI,b i). Let X be a (C1)− , (C2)− , (C3)− family set, b ∈
(m)
{0, 1}, and λI,b 6= 0. Set the state |ψI,b i as
(m)
|ψI,b i := q

1

X

(m)

|XI,b | x∈X (m)
I,b

Lemma 32. For fixed I and b ∈ {0, 1},
(
(m)

|xi ∈ C2⊗(n−1) .

(m′ )

hψI,b | ψI,b i =

1 m = m′ ,
0 otherwise.

Definition 33 (Recovery Operator, UI,b ). Let X be a (C1)− , (C2)− , and
(C3)− family set. Let I ⊂ [n] and b ∈ {0, 1} such that λI,b 6= 0.
By Lemma 32, there exists a unitary matrix UI,b such that
(m)

UI,b |ψI,b i = |0mi ,
for all 0 ≤ m < M. Here m is the binary expression of 0 ≤ m < M in
⌈log2 M⌉bits, and 0 is the zero vector of length n − 1 − ⌈log2 M⌉. We call the
matrix UI,b a recovery operator.
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We clarify the timing when λI,b 6= 0 in Definition 33 happens by the
statement below.
Lemma 34. Let {X (m) }0≤m<M be a (C1)− family set. Let I ⊂ [n] and b ∈
{0, 1}.
(m)
λI,b = 0 if and only if XI,b = ∅ for all 0 ≤ m < M.
Finally, the decoder is defined. The next section 4.5 justifies the encoder
and the decoder under the three conditions.
Definition 35 (Decoder, DecX ). Let X be a (C1)− , (C2)− , and (C3)− family
set and PX the projective measurement. Define a function DecX : S(C2⊗(n−1) ) →
S(C2⊗⌈log2 M ⌉ ) as a map that assigns ρ′ ∈ S(C2⊗(n−1) ) to σ ′ ∈ S(C2⊗⌈log2 M ⌉ )
which is constructed by the following procedure.
1. Perform the projective measurement PX under the state ρ′ (Theorem
30). Assume that the outcome is (I, b) and that the state after the
measurement is ρ′I,b .
†
. Here UI,b is the recovery operator.
2. Let ρ̃ := UI,b ρ′I,b UI,b

3. At last, return σ ′ := Tr1 ◦ · · · ◦ Tr1 (ρ̃).
|
{z
}
n−⌈log2 M ⌉−1 times

4.5

Error-Correctability

The encoder, the decoder, and the three conditions are justified by the following statement:
Theorem 36. Let X be a (C1)− , (C2)− , and (C3)− family set. Then for any
pure state σ ∈ S(C2⊗⌈log2 M ⌉ ) and any deletion position i ∈ [n],
DecX ◦ Di ◦ EncX (σ) = σ.
Here the symbol ◦ represents the composition of functions. In other words,
the image of EncX (S(C2⊗⌈log2 M ⌉ )) for the pure states is a single quantum
deletion error-correcting code with the decoder DecX .
We obtain the following probabilistic aspects of λI,b.
Corollary 37. For a fixed i ∈ [n], we have the following.
• λI,b ≥ 0.
P
P
•
b∈{0,1}
i∈I⊂[n] λI,b = 1.
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5

Classical Deletion Error-Correcting Codes,
BRS Stable and Homogeneous

In this section, we provide a sufficient condition for a partition of a classical
deletion error-correcting code to satisfy the three conditions. The sufficient
condition is named a “homogeneous” partition in this paper. In preparation,
we also introduce the term “BRS stable.” An example of a homogeneous
partition of a classical single-deletion error-correcting code is given in the
next section.
Just as quantum codes for correcting unitary errors were constructed from
classical bit-flip error-correcting codes, the author develops theorems that a
quantum code for correcting quantum deletion errors can be constructed from
classical deletion error-correcting codes.
This section assumes that X denotes a family set of binary sequences of
a fixed length, the empty set does not belongs to X and X is non-empty, i.e.,
∅∈
/ X and |X | > 0.
As preparation to define “BRS stable” and a “homogeneous partition,”
b-run support Rb is defined here.
Definition 38 (b-Run Support, Rb ). Let X be a set of binary sequences of
length n and let x = x1 x2 . . . xn ∈ X.
A consecutive integer set I = {j, j + 1, . . . , h − 1, h} is called a b-run
support for x if I is the index set of a run of x and b = xj = · · · = xh . In
other words,
• xi = b for any i ∈ I,
• xj−1 6= b, if 1 < j,
• xh+1 6= b, if h < n.
The set of b-run supports for x is denoted by Rb (x).
For a set X of binary sequences, Rb (X) is defined as the following “multiset,”
[
Rb (X) :=
Rb (x).
x∈X

Example 39. Let X = {0001, 0011, 0101, 0111}. The 0-run supports for the
elements of X are
R0 (0001) = {{1, 2, 3}},
R0 (0011) = {{1, 2}},
R0 (0101) = {{1}, {3}},
R0 (0111) = {{1}}.
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Therefore, the multiset R0 (X) is
R0 (X) = {{1, 2, 3}} ∪ {{1, 2}} ∪ {{1}, {3}} ∪ {{1}}
= {{1}, {1}, {3}, {1, 2}, {1, 2, 3}}.
Definition 40 (BRS stable). We call a family set X bit run support (BRS)
stable if Rb (X) = Rb (Y ) holds for any X, Y ∈ X and any bit b ∈ {0, 1}.
Example 41. Set X := {{000101, 010111}, {010101, 000111}}.
The 0/1-run supports for {000101, 010111} ∈ X are
R0 ({000101, 010111}) = {{1, 2, 3}, {5}, {1}, {3}},
R1 ({000101, 010111}) = {{4}, {6}, {2}, {4, 5, 6}}.
The 0/1-bit run supports for {010101, 000111} are
R0 ({010101, 000111}) = {{1}, {3}, {5}, {1, 2, 3}},
R1 ({010101, 000111}) = {{2}, {4}, {6}, {4, 5, 6}}.
They have the same bit run supports. Hence X is BRS stable.
Here we introduce “homogeneous.”
Definition 42 (Homogeneous). Let X be a family set of binary sequences of
a fixed length and C a classical deletion error-correcting code.
X is called a homogeneous partition of C, if 1. X is a partition of C,
2. the cardinality of any element in X is constant, i.e., |X| = |Y | for any
X, Y ∈ X , and 3. X is BRS stable.
Let us see the relation between classical deletion error-correctability and
the three conditions.
Theorem 43. If any element X ∈ X is a classical single deletion errorcorrecting code, then X is a (C3)− family set.
Note that the following statement assumes a weaker condition than the
classical single deletion error-correctability.
Theorem 44. Let a family set X satisfy X ∩X ′ = ∅ for any distinct X, X ′ ∈
X.
If dL (x, y) ≥ 4 holds for any x ∈ X and y ∈ X ′ , then X is a (C2)− family
set.
Theorem 45. Let X be a BRS stable family set such that any element X ∈ X
is a classical single deletion error-correcting code.
If |X| = |Y | holds for any X, Y ∈ X , then X is a (C1)− family set.
Corollary 46. A homogeneous partition X of a classical single deletion
error-correcting code satisfies (C1)− , (C2)− , and (C3)− .
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6

High Rate Code Construction

In the previous section, we showed that a homogeneous partition of a classical
single deletion code gives a quantum single deletion code. In this section, we
construct an example of a homogeneous partition.
Throughout this section, t, N and E denote positive integers such that
N is a multiple of 2E . In Section 6.1, we provides a construction method of
a classical t-deletion error-correcting code C from t-erasure error-correcting
code over 2E -ary code alphabet. The code length is (E + 2t)N. In Section
6.2, we apply t := 1 and Z2E for the code alphabet to the construction
method, where Z2E is the quotient ring of integers. Then a partition X of
C is given. The partition X consists of 2E(N −2) sets. We prove that X is a
homogeneous partition. Hence, we obtain a quantum code of length (E +2)N
and dimension 2E(N −2) . The construction provides rate E(N −2)/(E +2)N =
1 − 2/N
quantum single deletion error-correcting codes.
1 + 2/E

6.1

Classical Erasure Error-Correcting Codes to Classical Deletion Error-Correcting Codes

Definition 47 (Alternating Sandwich Mapping, F ). Let Σ be a 2E -ary alphabet and β : Σ → {0, 1}E an injection. Define f : Σ → {0, 1}E+2t as
f (a) := 1(t) a0(t)
where 0(t) is the t-repetition of the bit 0, i.e., 00 . . . 0 ∈ {0, 1}t , 1(t) is the
t-repetition of the bit 1, i.e., 11 . . . 1 ∈ {0, 1}t , and a := β(a). Additionally,
define the following map F : ΣN → {0, 1}N (E+2t) as
F (a1 a2 . . . aN ) := f (a1 )f (a2 ) . . . f (aN )
as the concatenation of f (ai ).
Here, we observe the image F (ΣN ) and X . By the definition of the
alternating sandwich mapping F , any element x of F (ΣN ) has the following
form:
x1 x2 . . . x(E+2t)N = 1(t) ∗ ∗ ∗ 0(t) 1(t) ∗ ∗ ∗ 0(t) · · · 1(t) ∗ ∗ ∗ 0(t) .
In particular,
x(E+2t)r+1 = 1,
x(E+2t)r+(E+2t) = 0,
x(E+2t)s 6= x(E+2t)s+1 ,
for 0 ≤ r < N and 1 ≤ s < N.
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(1)
(2)
(3)

Lemma 48. If S is a classical t-erasure error-correcting code over a 2E -ary
alphabet of length N, then C := F (S) is a classical t-deletion binary errorcorrecting code, equivalently, dL (x, y) ≥ 2t + 2 for any distinct x, y ∈ C.
log2 |S|
In particular, the code rate of the binary code C is (E+2t)N
.

6.2

Instance of High Rate Quantum Single Deletion
Error-Correcting Codes

Let us focus on the case t = 1 and the following set S.
X
S := {a1 a2 . . . aN ∈ ZN
|
ai = 0},
E
2
1≤i≤N

where Z2E is the quotient ring of integers with 2E elements and N is the
multiple of 2E . The set S is an additive single parity-check code over Z2E =
{0, 1, . . . , 2E −1} with the minimum Hamming distance 2 and the cardinality
(2E )N −1 = 2E(N −1) . Set the injection β : Z2E → {0, 1}E as a map of E-digit
binary expression. By Lemma 48, the image C := F (S) is a classical single
deletion error-correcting code, i.e., a (t = 1)-deletion error-correcting code.
The image C is divided into (2E )N −2 sets {X (a) | a ∈ S}, here
X (a) := {F (a + i(N ) ) | i ∈ Z2E },
where i(N ) is the N-dimensional vector with all entries i, i.e., i(N ) = iii . . . i ∈
(Z2E )N . Note that i(N ) ∈ S. Remark that a set {a + i(N ) | i ∈ Z2E } consists
of 2E elements and the jth entries of the set is Z2E for any 1 ≤ j ≤ N.
Each X (a) consists of just 2E sequences. Note that X (a) is a subset
of C for any a ∈ S, since N is a multiple of 2E and i(N ) ∈ S. Thus
{X (a) ⊂ C | a ∈ S} is a partition of the classical single-deletion code C.
Then a family set X is defined as a partition of the image C:
X := {X (a) ⊂ C | a ∈ S}.
Lemma 49. The partition X above of the classical single deletion errorcorrecting code C is homogeneous.
Hence X is homogeneous by Lemma 49. We obtain a quantum code from
Corollary 46 and Theorem 36.
Theorem 50. Let E be a positive integer, N a positive multiple of 2E , and
X a family set from the classical single deletion error-correcting code C constructed as above. Then a quantum single deletion error-correcting code is
obtained from X Its code length is (E + 2)N and its complex dimension is
19

|X | = (2E )N −2 = 2E(N −2) . Therefore, the code rate is E(N − 2)/(E + 2)N =
1 − 2/N
.
1 + 2/E
Hence, for any 0 < R < 1, there exists a quantum single deletion errorcorrecting code whose rate is greater than R.

7

Concluding Remarks

The research results described in this paper can be roughly summarized as
follows.
• The three conditions (C1)− , (C2)− , and (C3)− were extended so that
the dimension of the quantum error-correcting codes can be defined
flexibly.
• In order to deal with the three conditions, the properties of the objects
described as ∆I,b (X) and XI,b were investigated.
• The probabilistic aspect of λI,b appearing in (C1)− was obtained.
• The relationship between classical deletion error correction and the
three conditions were investigated.
• The b-run support and BRS stable were introduced. The author thinks
that these are easier to handle than the three conditions.
• Homogeneous partition is introduced. The homogeneous partition of
the classical error-correcting code is shown to satisfy the three conditions. This allowed us to propose a method to construct a quantum
deletion code from a classical deletion error correcting code.
• The homogeneous partition was concretely constructed. In particular,
it was shown that a quantum single deletion error-correcting code with
a high code rate could be constructed.
This paper aimed to contribute deletion error-correcting code construction and fundamental theory on quantum deletion error-correcting codes.
We have extended the previous three conditions to increase the dimension of
quantum codes. In addition, the author proposed a new approach called homogeneous partition. This approach has become a bridge between classical
and quantum deletion error-correcting codes. The author hopes that the homogeneous partition will be used as a catalyst to stimulate research on both
deletion codes. The homogeneous partition is sufficient but not necessary
20

to the three conditions. Nevertheless, we were able to construct a quantum
code with a high coding rate. The author believes this is because it is easier
to use the classical deletion codes than the three conditions.
There are many unsolved problems in the study of quantum deletion
codes. The following are examples of problems.
Q1: Can we define the quantum Levenshtein distance?
Levenshtein distance is very useful in the study of classical deletion
codes. The distance is widely used in not only code theory but also
linguistics [16], computer science [13, 34] and etc. With the development of classical information science, Levenshtein distance is used for
research for racetrack memories and DNA storages recently. With the
development of quantum information science, the quantum Levenshtein
distance may become significant.
Q2: How does ordering affect the combination of quantum insertion and
quantum deletion errors?
It was mentioned in this paper that any single unitary error could be
realized by a combination of a single-quantum deletion error followed by
a single-quantum insertion error. However, this is no longer true if the
order of the combinations is reversed. This can be explained as follows.
[26] shows that the insertion error is limited when the quantum state
is pure. In other words, if we say |φihφ| as the state before insertion,
the state after insertion can only be the state with permutation on
|φihφ| ⊗ σ for some quantum state σ, i.e. the pure state |φihφ| and
the inserted state σ are separable. The state is no longer pure if a
deletion error at a position equivalent to |φihφ| occurs. Since a unitary
error transfers a pure state to a pure state, a combination of insertion
followed by deletion cannot be a unitary error.
In classical information theory, the ordering does not matter in the
combination of insertion and deletion errors. Any error by first a deletion error and then an insertion error can be made by first an insertion
error and then a deletion error. The converse is also true.
The author is interested in the combination of insertion and deletion
errors that can make a difference between classical and quantum information.
Q3: Can the homogeneous partition be generalized for multi-deletion errorcorrection? Moreover, can quantum multi-deletion error-correcting
codes with a high code rate be realized from the generalization?
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Q4: Can quantum deletion error-correcting codes correct quantum insertion errors? Conversely, can quantum insertion error-correcting codes
correct quantum deletion errors? In other words, are quantum deletion
error-correctable and quantum insertion error-correctable equivalent?
In classical coding theory, equivalence between deletion error-correctable
and insertion error-correctable is known [17]. Does a similar equivalence hold in quantum code theory? This question is related to Q1
and Q2. However, I would like to suggest that equivalence may not be
derived immediately from Q1 and Q2. This is because, with quantum
information, operations are limited to those that are quantum mechanically feasible. In other words, when discussing equivalence, one must
also include that the operation of deletion error-correction is quantum
mechanically feasible, and the operation of insertion error-correction is
quantum mechanically feasible. This argument was not necessary for
classical codes.
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